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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Report Context

1.1.1 The Arley Consulting Company Limited (TACCL) has been commissioned by
Thomas Crompton Quarries Limited (TCQ) to prepare an environmental
permit variation application for the non-hazardous waste landfill site at Lane
Side Quarry, Kirkheaton, West Yorkshire.

1.1.2 The site is regulated via environmental permit EPR/FP3606BU which was
originally issued to P Casey Enviro Limited (PCE) in 2011 allowing disposal
of a broad range of non-hazardous waste types. The permit was fully
transferred to TCQ in October 2020. The landfill site has not yet been
constructed and no waste has been deposited.

1.1.3 The permit variation application includes restriction of wastes types to non-
biodegradable, non-hazardous wastes comprising soils and construction and
demolition wastes. All waste deposited will meet the Landfill Tax Qualifying
Materials Order.

1.1.4 In addition the application proposes to add a waste activity to the permit in
order to allow the treatment of inert construction and demolition waste.

1.1.5 This report has been prepared to support the permit variation application and
is an update of the 2009 version submitted with the original permit
application (TACCL Report No 99120/20).

1.1.6 This report has been prepared with reference to the following Environment
Agency guidance available at www.gov.uk:

 Risk assessments for your environmental permit (Published 1 February
2016)

 Control & Monitor Emissions for your Environmental Permit (February
2016)

 Landfill operators: environmental permits (Published 30 January 2020)

1.1.7 This report is to be read in conjunction with the Environmental Setting and
Site Design (ESID), Report No 19877/1. And the Environmental Management
System (EMS), Report No 19877/5.
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1.2 Site Location and Description

1.2.1 Lane Side Quarry is located approximately 0.5 km to the south-east of the
village of Kirkheaton, about 3.5 km to the east-north-east of Huddersfield,
West Yorkshire.

1.2.2 The approximate National Grid Reference for the centre of the site excluding
the entrance road is SE 18762 17447. The site location is illustrated on
Drawing No 19877/1 in Appendix B. Access to the site is off Bellstring Lane
to the north-east via a lengthy access road.

1.2.3 The permitted area is located within an existing quarry set in a
predominantly rural area. The site layout is illustrated on Drawing No
19877/5 in Appendix B. The permit area is bounded to the south by Lane
Side Lane, beyond which is predominantly farmland extending
approximately 80 to 180 m, to Ox Field Beck, and beyond. A number of
isolated residential properties are situated immediately to the south of Lane
Side Lane.

1.2.4 A cemetery and allotments are situated to the south-west of the site. Further
west are residential properties off Stafford Hill Lane, Mountain Way and
Orchard Road.

1.2.5 A large area of farmland is situated to the north; this land extends to Cockley
Hill Lane. A number of residential properties and farm buildings are
situated to the south of Cockley Hill Lane, the closest of which is
approximately 200 m north of the permit boundary.

1.2.6 The eastern boundary of the landfill area is currently marked by Cockley
Hill Beck, a small stream which is located in a deep steep sided valley. The
land immediately to the east of the stream includes other areas of the
existing quarry and an old restored landfill site, Kirkheaton Brickworks
Landfill Site, beyond which is more farmland.

1.2.7 A number of public rights of way have been identified in the vicinity of the
landfill. Of these, Footpath KIR/170/10 originates on Lane Side Lane, skirts
the cemetery and joins Footpath KIR/9/10 which then heads north-east as it
follows the western perimeter of the operational area. This becomes
Footpath KIR/10/10 at a point approximately midway along the northern
perimeter of the operational area from where it heads north and eastward
onto the site, crossing Cockley Hill Beck (where the footpath has been
diverted from its original route) and continues eastward off site towards
Carr Mount.
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Layout

1.2.8 The entire site is bound by stock-proof fencing with lockable gates at the
access point off Bellstring Lane and again across the access road close to the
compound. Palisade fencing encloses the site compound which is
additionally secured with lockable gates.

1.2.9 The public footpath (KIR/10/10) which traverses the site is fenced in on
either side with stock proof fencing. Additional Heras fencing has been
erected along the boundary where it abuts the northern edge of the cemetery
and extends across to the western perimeter of the closed landfill site of
Kirkheaton Brickworks.

Surrounding Area

1.2.10 The site lies in a semi-rural setting. Surrounding land uses include the
following:

 The village of Kirkheaton to the west

 Packages of farmland to the north, east and south

 Kirkheaton Cemetery to the south-west
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2. IDENTIFICATION OF RISKS

2.1 Waste Types

2.1.1 The waste types that are proposed for deposit are non-hazardous, non-
biodegradable soils and construction and demolition wastes, as listed in Table
1.

Waste Code Description

01
WASTE RESULTING FROM EXPLORATION, MINING,
QUARRYING AND PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL TREATMENT OF
MINERALS

01 01 Wastes from mineral excavation

01 01 02 Wastes from non-metalliferous excavation

01 04
Wastes from physical and chemical processing of non-metalliferous
minerals

01 04 08 Waste gravel and crushed rocks other than those mentioned in

01 04 09 Waste sand and clay

01 04 10 Dusty and powdery wastes other than those mentioned in 01 04 07

01 04 12 Tailings and other wastes from washing and cleaning of minerals other

than those mentioned in 01 04 07 and 01 04 11

01 04 13 Waste from stone cutting and sawing other than those mentioned in 01 04
07 and 01 04 11

10 WASTE FROM THERMAL PROCESSES

10 01 Wastes from power stations and other combustion plants (except 19)

10 01 01 Bottom ash and slag from power stations (Furnace Bottom Ash)

10 01 02 Pulverised fuel ash from power stations

10 01 15
Bottom ash and slag only from co-incineration other than those mentioned
in 10 01 14

10 03 Waste from aluminium thermal metallurgy

10 03 16 Skimmings other than those mentioned in 10 03 15

10 08 Waste from other non-ferrous thermal metallurgy

10 08 09 Other slags

10 08 11 Dross and skimmings other than those mentioned in 10 08 10

10 09 Waste from casting of ferrous pieces

10 09 03 Furnace slag

10 09 06 Casting cores and moulds which have not undergone pouring, other than
those mentioned in 10 09 05

10 10 Waste from casting of non-ferrous pieces

10 10 06 Casting cores and moulds which have not undergone pouring, other than
those mentioned in 10 10 05

10 11 Wastes from manufacture of glass and glass products

10 11 03 Waste glass-based fibrous material

10 11 12 Waste glass other than those mentioned in 10 11 11

Table 1 (continued over): Proposed Waste Types for Disposal
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Waste Code Description

10 12
Waste from manufacture of ceramic goods, bricks, tiles and construction
products

10 12 06 Discarded moulds

10 12 08
Waste ceramics, bricks, tiles and construction products (after thermal

processing)

10 13
Waste from manufacture of cement, lime and plaster and articles and
products made from them

10 13 14 Waste concrete and concrete sludge

15 01 Packaging (including separately collected municipal packaging waste)

15 01 07 Glass packaging

16 WASTE NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN THE LIST

16 01 Waste from end of life vehicles

16 01 20 glass

17 01 Concrete bricks, tiles and ceramics

17 01 01 Concrete

17 01 02 Bricks

17 01 03 Tiles and ceramics

17 01 07 Mixtures of concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics

17 02 Wood, glass and plastic

17 02 02 Glass

17 05
Soil (including excavated soil from contaminated sites) stones and
dredging spoil

17 05 04 Soil and stones

17 05 06 Dredging spoil (unless it contains dangerous substances)

17 05 08
Track ballast, soil and stones other than those containing dangerous

substances

17 08 Gypsum-based construction material

17 08 02 gypsum based construction materials there than those mentioned in 17 08

01

17 09 Other construction and demolition waste

170 09 04 Mixed construction and demolition waste other than those mentioned in

17 09 01, 17 09 02 and 17 09 03

19 WASTE FROM WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES, OFF-SITE
WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANTS AND THE PREPARATION
OF WATER INTENDED FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION AND
INDUSTRIAL USE

19 01 Wastes from incineration or pyrolysis of waste

19 01 12 Bottom ash and slag other than those mentioned in 19 01 11

19 03 Solidified/stabilised waste

19 03 05 Stabilised wastes other than those mentioned in 19 03 04

19 03 07 Solidified waste other than those mentioned in 19 03 06

19 04 Vitrified waste and waste from vitrification

19 04 01 Vitrified waste

19 12
Waste from the mechanical treatment of waste (eg sorting, crushing,
compacting, pelletising) not otherwise specified

19 12 05 Glass

19 12 09 Minerals (eg sand, stones)

19 12 12
Other waste (including mixtures of materials) from mechanical treatment
of wastes other than those mentioned in 19 12 11

Table 1 (continued over): Proposed Waste Types for Disposal
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Waste Code Description

20 MUNICIPAL WASTES (HOUSEHOLD WASTE AND SIMILAR
COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL WASTES)
INCLUDING SEPARATELY COLLECTED FRACTION

20 01 Separately collected fractions (except 15.01)

20 01 02 Glass

20 02 Garden and park waste (including cemetery waste)

20 02 02 Soil and stones

Table 1 (continued): Proposed Waste Types for Disposal

2.1.2 Waste types suitable for the final restoration layer are listed in Table 2.

Waste Code Description

01 01 02 Wastes from mineralnon-metalliferous excavation

01 04 08 Waste gravel and crushed rocks other than those mentioned in 01 04 07

01 04 09 Waste sand and clays
01 04 13 Wastes from stone cutting and sawing other than those mentioned in

01 04 07

17 05 04 Soil and stones other than those mentioned in 17 05 03

19 12 09 Minerals (for example sand, stones)
20 02 02 Soil and stones

Table 2: Proposed Waste Types for Restoration

2.1.3 Waste types to accepted for treatment to produce aggregates are listed in
Table 3.

Waste Code Description

01 04
Wastes from physical and chemical processing of non metalliferous
minerals

01 04 08 Waste gravel and crushed rocks other than those mentioned in

01 04 09 Waste sand and clay

02 02 02 Animal-tissue waste (shellfish shells from which the soft tissue or flesh
has been removed only)

03 01 01 Waste bark and cork

03 03 01 Waste bark and wood

10 01 Wastes from power stations and other combustion plants (except 19)

10 01 01 Bottom ash and slag from power stations (Furnace Bottom Ash)

10 01 02 PFA from power stations

10 01 05 Calcium-based reaction wastes from flue-gas desulphurisation in solid
form

10 01 07 Calcium-based reaction wastes from flue-gas desulphurisation in sludge

form

10 01 15
Bottom ash and slag only from co-incineration other than those

mentioned in 10 01 14

10 11 Wastes from manufacture of glass and glass products

10 11 12 Waste glass other than those mentioned in 10.11.11

10 12
Waste from manufacture of ceramic goods, bricks, tiles and
construction products

10 12 08
Waste ceramics, bricks, tiles and construction products (after thermal

processing)

Table 3 (cont overleaf): Waste Types for Treatment to Produce Aggregates
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Waste Code Description

10 13
Waste from manufacture of cement, lime and plaster and articles and
products made from them

10 13 14 Waste concrete only

15 01 Packaging (including separately collected municipal packaging waste)

15 01 07 Glass packaging

17 01 Concrete bricks, tiles and ceramics

17 01 01 Concrete

17 01 02 Bricks

17 01 03 Tiles and ceramics

17 01 07 Mixtures of concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics

17 02 Wood, glass and plastic

17 02 02 Glass

17 03 Bituminous mixtures, coal tars and tarred products

17 03 02 Road base and road planings other than those containing coal tar

17 05
Soil (including excavated soil from contaminated sites) stones and
dredging spoil

17 05 04 Soil and stones

17 05 06 Dredging spoil (unless it contains dangerous substances)

17 05 08
Track ballast, soil and stones other than those containing dangerous
substances

17 08 gypsum based construction material

17 08 02 gypsum only other than that mentioned in 17 08 01

19 05 Wastes from aerobic treatment of solid wastes

19 05 03 Off-specification compost

19 08 Waste from waste water treatment plants not otherwise specified

19 08 02 Waste from desanding

19 08 99 Stone filter media (if cleaned to remove sewage contamination only)

19 09 Waters from the preparation of water intended for human
consumption or water for industrial use

19 09 02 Sludges from water clarification

19 12
Waste from the mechanical treatment of waste (eg sorting, crushing,
compacting, pelletising) not otherwise specified

19 12 05 Glass

19 12 09 Minerals (eg sand, stones)

19 12 12 Soil substitutes other than that containing dangerous substances only

19 12 12
Treated bottom ash including IBA and slag other than that containing
dangerous substances only

19 13 Waste from soil and groundwater remediation

19 13 02
Solid waste from soil remediation other than that containing dangerous
substances

19 13 04 Sludges from soil remediation other than those mentioned in 19.13.03

20 01 Separately collected fractions (except 15.01)

20 01 02 Glass

20 02 Garden and park waste (including cemetery waste)

20 02 02 Soil and stones

Table 3 (cont): Waste Types for Treatment to Produce Aggregates

2.1.4 Wastes to be accepted for disposal will be a combination of inert waste and
restricted types of non-hazardous waste that have low organic content. No
putrescible waste will be accepted at the site.

2.1.5 The wastes types for disposal accord with those set out in the Landfill Tax
(Qualifying Materials) Order 2011 (as modified).
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2.2 Waste Activities

2.2.1 Activities at the site will include the following:

 Engineering Works

 Landfilling

 Restoration Works

 Waste treatment to produce aggregates

2.3 Identification of Receptors

2.3.1 The location of the site in relation to potential receptors is shown on the
Drawing No 19877/21 contained in Appendix B. This identifies
environmental receptors within 500 m of the site boundary which are listed in
Table 4, in addition to ecological receptors identified in the pre-application
conservation screening exercise. Receptors located further than 500 m from
the site boundary are not considered to be at risk from the approved or
proposed site activities.

Ref Receptor Direction from
Permit Boundary

Distance from
Permit Boundary

(m)

Domestic Dwellings

1

Properties on/ S of Cockley
Hill Lane

NW, N, NNE 200

Properties on and off Hopton
Hall Lane, Upper Hopton

ENE 210

Properties on Liley Lane
including Stoneroyd

E 297

Properties at Carr Mount E 265

Properties on Lane Side Lane S 14

Properties at Lower Lascelles
Hall Farm

SW 387

Properties at Mountain Way
/Stafford Hill Lane

W 26

Properties in Kirkheaton
village

WNW 470

Commercial Premises

2

Hill Top Farm Nurseries NW (N) 325

Hopton Waters Fishery N (NNE) 395

Golf Driving Range N (NNE) 355

Upper Hopton Working
Men’s Club

NNE (NE) 477

Freemasons Arms E (ENE) 156

Premises in Kirkheaton village
(see dwellings above)

WNW 470

Table 4 (continued overleaf): Location of Receptors
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Ref Receptor Direction from
Permit Boundary

Distance from
Permit Boundary

(m)

Highway or Minor Road

3

Cockley Hill Lane NW (N) 230

B6118 Bellstring Lane

(including Highgate Lane and
Liley Lane)

NE Adjacent

Hopton Hall Lane E (NE) 172

Long Tongue Scrog Lane SE 135

Lane Side Lane S Adjacent

Public Rights of Way

4
Several footpaths N,S,E,W Within and

Adjacent to site
boundary

Parks and Public Open Spaces

5

Cemetery SW/W Adjacent

Allotments (now used as
extension to cemetery)

- -

Farmland

6
Arable/Grass for
haylage/silage/pasture

Surrounding Adjacent

Surface Water

7

Cockley Hill Beck NE/following E
boundary to
operational

area/S

Within site
boundary

Fishery Pond N (NNE) 395

Pond NE (ENE) 188

Issues (2) NE and ENE 230 and 380

Ox Field Beck SE/S/SW 75

Nature and Heritage Conservation Sites

8

Denby Grange Colliery Ponds
SAC

SE 8000

Dalton Bank LNR / LWS NW 1300

Briery Bank Wood LWS /
Ancient Woodland

E 1500

Covey Clough Wood and

Hepworth Wood LWS

E 382

Gawthorpe Lower Wood LWS S 870

Gregory Spring LWS (Ancient

Woodland)

E 1400

Hutchin Wood LWS / Ancient
Woodland

E 450

Lane Side Quarry LWS E,S,W Adjacent to site
boundary

Round Wood, Tandem LWS /
Ancient Woodland

SW 1000

Hepworth Wood (Ancient
Woodland)

NE 680

Table 4 (cont): Location of Receptors

2.3.2 The nearest residential properties to the operational area are properties on
Mountain Way, approximately 25 m south west of the permit boundary. The
next closest properties are those located on Lane Side Lane approximately 8
m to the south of the permit boundary, but 120 m from the operational area.

2.3.3 The site is not located in a currently defined groundwater Source Protection
Zone and is not below the water table.
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2.3.4 Lane Side Quarry is not located on a principal aquifer. The site is located
adjacent to and above a Secondary A type aquifer, which is described by the
EA as supporting water supplies at a local scale and was previously classified
as a minor aquifer. Further hydrogeological information is presented in the
Hydrogeological Risk Assessment, Report No 19877/3.

2.3.5 The site is elevated above the indicative flood plain of the Ox Field Beck and
its tributaries and is not at risk of flooding. A copy of the EA’s flood map is
presented with the Envirocheck Report as appended to the ESID, Report No
19877/1.

2.3.6 The site does not lie within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA).

2.3.7 In accordance with The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CRoW) and
the Habitats Directive the location of the site in relation to specified protected
habitats sites has been considered.

2.3.8 The following screening distances have been applied: Habitats Directive
designations, including Special Areas of Conservation (SAC), are subject to 10
km screening distance; Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Local Nature
Reserves (LNR) and Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) are subject to a 2 km screening
distance; and areas identified with protected species are screened up to 500 m
from the site.

2.3.9 Denby Grange Colliery Ponds SAC is located approximately 8 km to the
south-east of the site. The SAC has been designated on account of its Great
Crested Newt (GCN) population. EA pre-application advice confirmed that
the SAC is not within the screening distance required for the proposed
permitted activity.

2.3.10 There are no designated SSSIs within 2 km of the site. The closest SSSIs are
Honley Station Cutting approximately 6.25 km to the south west and Elland
Bypass Cutting approximately 7.25 km to the north-west.

2.3.11 A total of 8 LWSs have been identified within 2 km of the site. These are:

 Briery Bank Wood approximately 1.5 km to the east, which is also
designated as Ancient Woodland;

 Covey Clough Wood and Hepworth Wood approximately 382 km to the
east;

 Dalton Bank approximately 1.3 km to the north-west which is jointly
designated as an LNR with a mix of conifer plantations and native
woodlands;

 Gawthorpe Lower Wood approximately 870 m to the south;
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 Gregory Spring approximately 1.4 km to the east which is designated as
replanted ancient woodland;

 Hutchin Wood approximately 450 m to the east which is also designated as
ancient and semi-natural woodland;

 Lane Side Quarry, areas of previous quarry workings located adjacent to
the site boundary to the east, south and west; and

 Round Wood, Tandem approximately 1 km to the south-west, which is
also designated as ancient and semi-natural woodland.

2.3.12 Additionally, Hepworth Wood is located approximately 680 m to the north-
east and has been designated as replanted ancient woodland.

2.3.13 Lane Side Quarry has been designated as a Site of Scientific Interest (SSI) on

account of its large Great Crested Newt (GCN) population. All areas to be
affected by landfill operations and earthworks have been cleared of GCN and
translocated to new ponds and terrestrial habitats within the planning
permission boundary.

2.4 Identification of Hazards

2.4.1 Potential hazards from the proposed landfill and treatment activities have
been identified as:

 Noise and vibration (from HGVs, plant and equipment)

 Dust

 Mud on the road

 Uncontained run-off

 Accidents (the acceptance of hazardous waste, fuel spillage etc)

2.4.2 The majority of wastes to be accepted at the site for disposal and treatment
will be materials arising from civil engineering, construction or demolition
projects. Wastes arising from each site or process will be adequately
characterised (eg by a site investigation or appropriate sampling and
analysis), as per the current EA guidance and standards. It is expected that
the waste types proposed will present a low risk to the surrounding
environment in terms of landfill leachate and gas generation.

2.4.3 Waste Acceptance Procedures including pre-acceptance procedure and waste
acceptance criteria are provided in the Environmental Management System
(EMS), Report No 19877/5.
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2.4.4 The non-biodegradable nature of wastes disposed of at the site will result in
negligible generation of odour due to the lack of putrefying waste and
thereby the absence of landfill gas. No gas plant will therefore be required
which will reduce the number of potential noise sources. Based on the waste
types to be accepted at this landfill odour or landfill gas is not considered
further in this risk assessment.

2.4.5 Likewise, the wastes will not generate litter or attract birds, vermin or insects.
Therefore, these sources are not identified as present at this site and are not
considered further in this risk assessment.

2.4.6 The operation is not considered to pose a risk to air (excepting dust) due to
the nature of waste materials that are accepted; there are no additional
emissions from site operations which would contribute global warming gases
other than vehicle exhaust emissions.

2.4.7 Risks posed to the identified Nature and Heritage Conservation Sites are
considered as negligible due their respective distances from waste activities
with the exception of Lane Side Quarry LWS. Due the proximity of the LWS
risks from dust, uncontained run-off and accidents have been assessed.

2.4.8 An H1 assessment has been carried out to model the emission of leachate to
sewer and surface water using the EA software tool. A copy of the model has
been provided with the application. The assumptions and justifications that
are contained in the model are detailed below.

2.4.9 The potential water discharge locations entered into the model were the River
Calder via sewer discharge and Cockley Hill Beck as a direct discharge. The
respective flow rates of receiving watercourses were entered as 8.25 and 0.07
m/s.

2.4.10 The emissions inventory was populated using the leachate source term in
table 8 of the HRA, using both the average and maximum values.

2.4.11 Model screening results showed that discharge to the River Calder via sewer
was acceptable. The modelled discharge to Cockley Hill Beck failed all
screening tests.

2.4.12 At this stage it is not proposed to carry out further modelling for the
discharge to Cockley Hill Beck but this may be revisited in the future once
some measured leachate data is available.

2.4.13 Leachate will be discharged to sewer under a trade effluent consent from
Yorkshire Water. An application is under preparation.
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2.5 Baseline Conditions

Wind Direction

2.5.1 For the risks in which the atmosphere provides the pathway, meteorological
conditions will affect the dispersion rate, particularly with respect to dust.
Information relating to wind speeds and direction have been obtained from
the Met Office for the recording station at Emley Moor (NGR 4222E 4130N),
approximately 5.5 km to the south east of Lane Side Quarry, which we
consider to be the most representative meteorological station for the site. The
wind rose data is provided in Appendix A.

2.5.2 Wind rose data covers the period from January 2006 to December 2015 and
shows that, overall, winds from the north-west, west and south-west have
higher frequency (in total approximately 52% of the time from these
directions), and higher wind speeds. In general, winds blow towards the
east, north-east and south-east. Wind speeds vary in these directions from up
to 5 m/s (1 – 10 knots – calm to gentle breeze on the Beaufort Scale) to speeds
of up to 14 m/s (27 knots – strong breeze on the Beaufort Scale), and with
occasional (< 2% of the time) gusts of up to 17 m/s (33 knots) from the west
and south-west.

2.5.3 With reference to the data it is considered that wind direction at Lane Side
Quarry will prevail towards the east, north-east and south-east, away from
the closest sensitive receptors which are the residential properties on
Mountain Way and visitors to the cemetery.

2.5.4 Winds blowing toward these receptors will originate from the north-north-
east, east and east-south-east. Wind blows from these directions for
approximately 28% of the time and are less forceful, having speeds varying
from up to 5 m/s (1 – 10 knots) in the main to speeds of up to 8.23 m/s (16
knots – moderate breeze on the Beaufort Scale), and very occasionally (<2% of
the time) up to 27 knots.

2.5.5 The critical wind speed at which most mineral dusts become airborne is 5.6
m/s. For approximately 49% of the time local winds, in all directions, are
below this critical wind speed. Winds blowing towards the nearest
residential properties and visitors to the cemetery exceed the 5.6 m/s marker
during only approximately 8% of the time.
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Rainfall

2.5.6 Rainfall data has been obtained from the Met Office website for Birchencliffe,
the climate station closest to the site, which indicates that rain equal to or in
excess of 1 mm falls typically on ten to sixteen days per month of the year, ie
approximately on one out of every two to three days. This would have a
significant effect on limiting the periods in which dust is likely to be raised.

Topography

2.5.7 The operational area of the landfill is recessed in the worked quarry and for
much of its lifetime will lie below the surrounding topography. Steep quarry
walls mark the northern edge of the quarry.

2.5.8 In accordance with planning conditions, a screening bund has been
engineered along the south-west boundary of the landfill area which is now
well vegetated and acts as an effective screen between this area and the
residential properties on Mountain Way and visitors to the cemetery.

Existing Controls on Noise

2.5.9 The planning permission No 99/62/90597/W0, dated 8 September 2000,
contains conditions relating to noise. Condition No 50 restricts noise from
normal operations to specific levels for identified sensitive receptors as
follows:

Receptor
Noise Level

dBL Aeq, 1 hour

Carr Mount Farm 45

Kirkheaton Cemetery 45

Lane Side 45

Mountain Way 45

Cockley Hill Farm 47

Table 5: Noise Levels for Noise Sensitive Receptors

2.5.10 Condition No 53 states that the engines of vehicles, plant and machinery
involved in the engineering, landfill and restoration operations on the site
shall not be started up before 07:00 hours.

2.5.11 Condition No 54 states that no plant, machinery or vehicles shall be used on
the site unless fitted with silencers maintained in accordance with the
manufacturers recommendations and specification.

2.5.12 The environmental permit does not specify numerical noise and vibration
limits but states that “activities shall be free from noise and vibration at levels likely
to cause pollution outside the site as perceived by an authorised offeice of the EA”.
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Existing Controls on Dust

2.5.13 Planning permission 99/62/90597/W0 (condition No 55) required the
submission of a dust management scheme to be approved by the LPA. The
submitted scheme has been incorporated into a Dust Management Plan
(Report No 19877/6) which forms part of the EMS.

2.5.14 Emission limits and monitoring requirements regarding particulate matter in
air are presented in Table S3.11 of the current permit, presented below as
Table 6:

Monitoring
Point Ref /
Description

Parameter Limit (1) Reference
Period

Monitoring
Frequency

Monitoring
Standard or
method

As
identified
by Pre-
Operation
Measure 7

Deposited
particulate

200
mg/m-2
day-1

Daily Monthly As per M17
issued March
2004
‘Monitoring
of Particulate
Matter in
ambient air
around waste
facilities’

Note 1: Sampling locations, methods, and limits to be agreed as part of the
Particulate Management Plan developed and approved by the EA under pre-
operational measure 7

Table 6: Environmental Permit Emission Limits & Monitoring Requirements

2.5.15 A Dust Management Plan (DMP) forms part of the EMS and is included with
the application.

Existing Controls on Mud on Roads

2.5.16 Condition No 55 relating to dust also contains a note (J) relating to the
provision and use of effective wheel, tyre and chassis cleaning equipment at
the site.

2.5.17 Condition No 7 states that no commercial vehicles shall enter the public
highway from the permitted site unless their wheels and chassis have been
cleaned to prevent material being deposited on the highway.

2.5.18 A wheelwash will in place on site and drivers will be directed to exit the site
via the wheelwash, as detailed in the EMS.
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Existing Controls on Surface Water Run-off

2.5.19 Condition No 42 of planning permission 99/62/90597/W0 states that
operations are not permitted until a detailed scheme to accommodate surface
water run-off, including that of adjacent areas dependent on the area of their
own drainage, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the LPA.
This is used as the basis from which to develop the Surface Water
Management Plan.

2.5.20 Table S3.9 presents a list of parameters to be monitored for on a
monthly/quarterly/annual basis at surface water monitoring points SW1 and
SW2.

Existing Controls on Accidental Spillages

2.5.21 Condition No 43 of planning permission 99/62/90597/W0 states that any oil,
fuel, lubricant and other potential pollutants shall be handled on the site in
such a manner as to prevent pollution of any watercourses or aquifer. All
liquids that may cause pollution if spilled should be stored in suitable tanks
and containers which are housed in an area surrounded by bund walls of
sufficient height and construction so as to contain 110%, of the total contents
of all containers and associated pipework. The floor and walls of the bunded
areas shall be impervious to both water and oil. The pipes should vent
downwards into the bund.

2.5.22 A mobile bunded fuel bowser will be used for diesel refuelling and there will
be no permanent fuel storage on site. All chemicals, including servicing oils
and fluids, will be stored in small containers (up to 25 litres maximum) on a
suitably sized drip tray within the secure site compound. Re-fuelling will be
carried out within a designated refuelling area which will be located away
from surface water. A spill kit will be available within the refuelling area to
allow prompt clean up if required. Detailed spillage procedures are set out in
the EMS.
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3. RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION

3.1 Methodology

3.1.1 Overall risk is a combination of the severity of an event and the likelihood
that it will occur. Probability of occurrence is designated as:

 Probable – expected to occur based on previous occurrences

 Likely – expected to occur due to proposed changes

 Possible – this may occur, it may or may not have happened occasionally
in the past

 Unlikely – not expected to occur

 Very Unlikely – has never and is not expected to occur.

3.1.2 The magnitude of risk is determined by the probability of exposure and the
severity of the consequences, whereby:

 High – severe and long lasting environmental effects to the wider locality

 Medium – effects to the local environment and community

 Low - minor, short lived effects just beyond the site boundary

 Negligible – no discernible effect beyond the site boundary

3.1.3 An event could have a high probability of occurring but have minor
environmental consequences; therefore it will be designated as a low risk.
Likewise a risk with severe consequences could be unlikely to occur and will
be designated as a low risk. A high risk designation would be assigned to an
event that has severe consequences and is expected to occur.

3.2 Assessment of Risks

3.2.1 Risks to receptors from hazards identified in section 2 have been assessed,
following a source-pathway-receptor approach. These are presented in
Tables 7 to 11 below.
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Table 7: Assessment of Risks from Noise and Vibration

Hazard Receptor Pathway Consequence Probability of Exposure Risk Risk Management Mitigated
Risk

Noise from
incoming and

outgoing
vehicles (full &

empty)

Local
residents;

commercial
premises,

public
footpath

users,
visitors to

the

cemetery,
livestock in

adjacent
farmland

Air
(noise)

Vibration
(ground)

Nuisance to
adjacent

receptors

Possible although haul
road entrance & length >

150 m to closest residential
receptors in any direction;

probable but transient
nuisance to users of

footpaths

Low  Restriction of noise levels in accordance with
planning condition No 50;

 Construction of earth mound between
operational area & closest sensitive receptors

to provide noise barrier;
 Regular maintenance of the access road and

repair of pot-holes to minimise noise

generated by empty vehicles;
 All machinery and plant will be fitted with

silencers and maintained as per

manufacturer’s specifications for efficient
running (condition No 54);

 Driver adherence to speed limits;
 Ensuring best practice by drivers (eg

avoiding banging open doors, shutters, etc.

on vehicle/container bodies, & no engine
idling);

 No site operations will be conducted outside

of working hours;
 Noise levels restricted by planning

conditions.

Very Low

Noise from

waste deposit:
Engine noise,

reversing
warning noise,

shovel ‘slap

down’

Nuisance to

adjacent
receptors

Possible nuisance to

closest residents but
screening bund &

vegetation afford
significant screening;

Monitoring shows noise to

be below required levels

Low Very Low

Noise from

vehicles/ plant
machinery

involved in
engineering

works

Low level

background
noise during

engineering
works

Low Very Low
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Table 8a: Assessment of Risks from Dust/ Particulates

Hazard Receptor Pathway Consequence Probability of Exposure Risk Risk Management Mitigated
Risk

Windblown dust
from vehicle

movements,
placement,
spreading,

compaction of fill
and waste

treatment
activities

Closest
residential

properties to
the west &
visitors to

the cemetery

Windblown
dust deposited

on cars and
properties:
Predominant

winds are
towards the

east and north-
east

Nuisance
deposit of dust

Unlikely due to wind
direction & screening

provided by bund &
vegetation

Low  Dust management will be in accordance
with a Dust Management Plan, including:

 A speed limit of 10 mph will be imposed
on all site traffic;

 All waste entering site to be transported

in enclosed, sheeted or netted vehicles;
 Use of the wheel cleaning system by

commercial vehicles on exit;
 Maintenance & sweeping of surfaced

roads & water spraying of roads in dry

conditions;
 Damping down operational areas during

windy (and dry) conditions;
 Regular maintenance of site plant;
 Tipping to be suspended during adverse

weather conditions;
 Specific methods of waste emplacement

& disposal for high particulate risk waste

types.

Low

Residential

properties to
the east and
north-east

Although in direction of

prevailing winds , unlikely
due to distance from site
>200 m

Cockley Hill
Beck, Ox

field Beck,

Dust deposited
on surface

water

Increased solids
and thereby

sediment in
ponds and becks

Possible for Cockley Hill
Beck due to wind direction

& proximity to operational
area but screening
afforded by engineered

earth mound along eastern
perimeter of operational
area & vegetation.

Medium Low

GCN ponds
to the south-

east and
east-north-

east

Possible due to wind
direction but ponds

recessed & well-vegetated
in elevated position

compared with
operational area

Medium

Agricultural

land

Windblown

dust deposited
on agricultural
land under

crop

Contamination

of crop, poor
yield due to
reduced

photosynthesis

Possible due to proximity

to operational area

Medium Low
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Table 8b: Assessment of Risks from Dust/ Particulates to Nature & Heritage Conservation Sites
Hazard Receptor Pathway Consequence Probability of Exposure Risk Risk Management Mitigated

Risk

Windblown dust
from vehicle
movements,

placement,
spreading,

compaction of fill
and waste
treatment

activities

Lane Side
Quarry LWS

Windblown
dust deposited
on vegetation

within LWS:
Predominant

winds are
towards the
east and north-

east

Dust settling on
leaves would
reduce the ability
of plants to

photosynthesise:
may impair
ability of species
to thrive

Possible due to proximity
to site boundary

Medium  Dust management will be in accordance
with a Dust Management Plan, including:

 A speed limit of 10 mph will be imposed

on all site traffic;
 All waste entering site to be transported

in enclosed, sheeted or netted vehicles;
 Use of the wheel cleaning system by

commercial vehicles on exit;

 Maintenance & sweeping of surfaced
roads & water spraying of roads in dry

conditions;
 Damping down operational areas during

windy (and dry) conditions;

 Regular maintenance of site plant;
 Tipping to be suspended during adverse

weather conditions;

 Specific methods of waste emplacement
& disposal for high particulate risk waste

types.

Low

Local
Wildlife Sites

(Woodland
Habitats)

Unlikely due to distance
from site (all sites > 350 m

from site boundary)

Low Low
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Table 9: Assessment of Risks from Uncontained Run-off

Hazard Receptor Pathway Consequence Probability of Exposure Risk Risk Management Mitigated
Risk

Surface water
run-off

Cockley Hill
Beck,

Ox field
Beck

Surface water
run-off

carrying
suspended

solids and/or
contaminants

Increased
sedimentation,

pollution of
watercourse

Possible due to nature of
operations on site

Medium  Surface water will be collected and
channelled to a settlement pond to

allow suspended solids to settle out
before discharge to Cockley Hill Beck.

 Monitoring of discharge point and up
and downstream locations

 Management control through Surface
Water Management Plan

Low

Lane Side
Quarry LWS

Increased

sedimentation,
deterioration of

water quality

within newt
habitats

Possible due to nature of

operations on site but
LWS elevated relative to

operational area

Medium Low

Table 10: Assessment of Risks from Mud on the Road
Hazard Receptor Pathway Consequence Probability of Exposure Risk Risk Management Mitigated

Risk

Mud on the

public
highways

Motorists,

surrounding
agricultural

land, nearby
residential

properties

Material

carried on
vehicle

wheels and
axles on

leaving the

site

Mud carried

onto public
highway which

could be a skid
hazard for

motorists, or

cause
sedimentation

onto adjacent
fields,

woodland or
properties

Possible Medium  Mud management will be in

accordance with the Mud Management
Plan of the EMS:

 All vehicles to enter & exit the site via
the lengthy access road;

 All waste entering site to be

transported in enclosed, sheeted or
netted vehicles;

 Use of the wheel cleaning system by
commercial vehicles on exit;

 The access road will be inspected
regularly & road sweeper employed as

necessary.

Low
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Table 11: Assessment of Accident Risks

Hazard Receptor Pathway Consequence Probability of
Exposure

Risk Risk Management Overall
Risk

Accidental
acceptance on

site of
hazardous

waste

Underlying
ground and

groundwater,
surface

water,
surrounding

land users
and residents

Lane Side
Quarry LWS

Local Wildlife

Sites
(Woodland
Habitats)

Misconsignment
of waste either

intentionally or
accidental -

Leaching into
underlying

ground &
groundwater;

Run-off to

surface water;
Windblown

dust

Pollution of land,
groundwater and

surface water;
Contaminated dust

windblown across
the locality

Possible –
hazardous material

could be hidden
within other

wastes by
unscrupulous

waste producers

Medium EMS: Waste Acceptance Procedures
including:

 Pre-acceptance procedure to check
whether waste is suitable before it

arrives on site;
 On site acceptance procedures to

check that waste has been pre-
approved and complies with the

description once tipped;

 Rejection procedure for unsuitable
waste;

 Quarantine procedure for
unsuitable waste awaiting

removal;
 Ongoing compliance checks for

regular waste streams to check that
the waste continues to comply

with WAP

Low
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Table 11 continued: Assessment of Accident Risks
Hazard Receptor Pathway Consequence Probability of

Exposure
Risk Risk Management Overall

Risk

Spillage or

leakage of fuel,
oils & coolants

Minor (< 5

litres)
Major (> 5 litres)

Underlying

ground and
groundwater;

surface water

Lane Side
Quarry LWS

1) Oil or fuel

seeps into
ground and

contaminates

groundwater

2) Spillage of oil
within the

compound
which enters

ponds or becks

1) Localised

contamination of
ground, possible

percolation into

groundwater over a
long period.

Groundwater below
the site is not within

a source protection
zone and is not a

principal aquifer.

2) Contamination of

ponds or becks.
Small scale and of

little consequence for
a minor spill,

possible short term
ecosystem damage

for a major spill.

Possible Medium Risk associated with spillage / leakage

will be managed as per the EMS: Leaks
& Spills Procedure:

 Fuel, oils & coolants stored within

compound area on site;
 Diesel (approx. 4500 litres) stored in

double-skinned tank within
compound;

 Oil stored in 25 litre containers on
drip trays within locked cabinet

within compound;
 Preventative maintenance of

vehicles and plant to prevent

accidental oil leaks;
 Refuelling of vehicles undertaken

within compound;
 Use of spill clean- up kit kept in

storage area & site reception area for
minor and major spills: immediate

application of absorbent
granules/other suitable material;

 Formation of temporary

bund/boom to prevent spillage
reaching surface water

drainage/watercourse;
 Instructions to dig up any

significantly contaminated soil from
leaks or spills for disposal off site.

Low
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3.3 Mitigation

3.3.1 Noise and Vibration

3.3.1.1 Noise and vibration risks are determined to be low as, although they are
likely to occur, the effects will be minor.

3.3.1.2 The site is located in a semi-rural area with access along a privately owned
road off the public highway of Bellstring Lane. As such there are no sensitive
receptors in close proximity to the haul road.

3.3.1.3 Operational hours for the site are between 07.30 and 18.00 Monday to Friday,

08.00 and 13.00 Saturday, and not at all on Sundays or Bank Holidays (as per

condition no 47 of planning permission).

3.3.1.4 The closest residential properties to the operational area 75 m to the west on
Mountain Way. A well-vegetated engineered earth mound lies between these
receptors and the operational area.

3.3.1.5 The following additional mitigation and control measures will be
implemented at this site for best practice and to ensure that operations do not
cause a nuisance to surrounding receptors:

 Regular maintenance of the access road and repair of pot-holes to minimise
noise generated by empty vehicles;

 All machinery and plant will be fitted with silencers and maintained as per
manufacturer’s specifications for efficient running;

 Vehicle drivers to adhere to speed limits;

 Ensuring best practice by drivers (eg avoiding banging open doors,
shutters, etc. on vehicle/container bodies & no engine idling); and,

 No site operations will be conducted outside of working hours.

3.3.2 Dust

3.3.2.1 A Dust Management Plan (DMP) (Report No 19877/6) is in place to manage
the risks associated with potential dust generation.

3.3.2.2 Mitigation and control measures (as set out in the DMP) to prevent or reduce
dust/particulate generation during engineering works, waste treatment,
landfill operations and restoration works include:
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 A speed limit of 10 mph on operational areas will be imposed on all site
traffic;

 Regular maintenance of site plant;

 A water bowser will be employed to damp down any area across the site
as necessary to keep dust generation to a minimum;

 Waste treatment plant (eg screeners) will be fitted with water sprays for
dust suppression when required;

 Specific methods of waste emplacement & disposal for high particulate
risk waste types;

 Wind conditions will be assessed on a daily basis and the decision, made
by the Site Manager, to relocate the tipping area in adverse weather
conditions; and

 The decision to close the site due to adverse weather conditions will be
undertaken by the Site Manager with the support of the Managing
Director.

3.3.2.3 Mitigation measures (as set out in the DMP) for the control of fugitive
dust/particulates associated with haulage vehicles and access and site roads
include the following measures:

 Waste will be transported to the site in covered HGV’s;

 A maximum site speed limit of 10 mph set for delivery vehicles;

 All waste entering site to be in enclosed, sheeted or netted vehicles;

 Wheel cleaning system to be used by all delivery vehicles on exit;

 Ongoing maintenance of surfaced roads & damping down in dry
conditions; and

 Customers identified with continuous dusty loads will be advised to
ensure they are appropriately treated prior to delivery to site.
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3.3.3 Mud on the Road

3.3.3.1 The deposition of mud onto public highways from HGVs entering and
exiting the site is designated as a medium risk and mitigation controls are
required to reduce the risk.

3.3.3.2 The following controls have been incorporated into the EMS:

 All vehicles to enter & exit the site via the lengthy access road.

 All vehicles exiting the site must do so via the wheel cleaning facilities.

 The access road will be inspected regularly & a road sweeper employed as
necessary.

 Road sweepers will be employed to remove any mud or debris deposited
on roads in the vicinity of the site by site vehicles.

3.3.4 Uncontained Run-off

3.3.4.1 Surface water will be managed in accordance with the Surface Water
Management Plan with the aim of preventing run-off from diffusely entering
Cockley Hill Beck within the site. The site will be engineered with a series cut
off ditches and drainage channels to direct run-off towards settlement ponds.

3.3.4.2 The settlement ponds will allow suspended solids to settle before controlled
discharge into Cockley Hill Beck at the southern boundary of the site,
adjacent to Lane Side Lane.

3.3.4.3 The discharge point will be monitored along with up and downstream
locations in Cockley Hill Beck. A recommended compliance limit of 80 mg/l
suspended solids at the discharge point is proposed.

3.3.5 Accidents

Acceptance of hazardous waste

3.3.5.1 The permit will only allow acceptance of a limited range of non-
biodegradable, non-hazardous waste. However, it is possible that hazardous
material may be accepted due to misclassification or unexpected
contamination. The risk of this occurring is determined as medium and in
mitigation waste acceptance procedures are included in the EMS.
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3.3.5.2 Waste acceptance procedures (as set out in the EMS) are intended to minimise
the likelihood that hazardous or otherwise unsuitable waste is accepted and
include the following measures:

 Pre-acceptance checks are completed for all incoming waste for treatment
and disposal;

 All incoming waste are inspected to ensure that it conforms to its
description prior to acceptance and during to tipping for disposal or
processing;

 Non-conforming (including hazardous waste) will be removed from site
without delay in accordance with quarantine and rejection procedures; and

 Regularly accepted waste streams will be subject to at least annual
compliance testing to ensure continued conformance with the agreed
waste characterisation assessment.

3.3.5.3 The combination of pre-acceptance checks, on-site inspection and ongoing
verification are considered the best practicable measures to prevent accidental
acceptance of hazardous waste to reduce the risk to a satisfactory level.

Spillage or Leakage of Oil and Fuel

3.3.5.4 Small scale spillage or leakage of fuel or oil (< 5 litres) is low risk as it will
have a minor effect. However, a larger scale oil spill could have a wider, more
prolonged environmental effect and therefore the overall risk has been
classed as medium, requiring mitigation.

3.3.5.5 Fuel oil is stored in a mobile bunded tank which will be positioned and used
within the compound; and oil and coolants are stored in containers placed on
drip trays located within the compound. Any accidental spillage will then be
isolated to the secured compound area.

3.3.5.6 Likewise, vehicles and plant, when not in use, are stored within the
compound and their refuelling and maintenance carried out within the
compound area.

3.3.5.7 Vehicles and plant under the operator’s control will be subject to a
preventative maintenance procedure to reduce the risk of minor leaks and
spills from plant on the operational area. In addition, site operatives carry
out daily checks on their equipment or vehicle at the beginning of each day to
check for leaks. This is recorded on the daily check sheet contained in the
EMS.
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3.3.5.8 Any spillages, minor or otherwise, that occur will be dealt with as
documented in the Spillage Procedure section of the EMS, ie all spillages will
be cleaned up immediately by mechanical means, using absorbent granules
or other suitable material which will be removed off site for disposal.
Likewise, any contaminated soil will be dug up for disposal off-site. Spill kits
will be kept on site.

3.3.5.9 If a major spill occurs this will be contained and cleaned up as best as possible
and the EA notified of the incident, in accordance with the relevant permit
condition.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1 The proposed activities of this site are intrinsically low risk because of the
nature of waste to be deposited and treated. Although the site will be
operated under the classification of a non-hazardous landfill site, the wastes
used to achieve the final restoration levels will be non-biodegradable.

4.2 Wastes accepted for treatment to produce aggregates will be limited to
construction and demolition waste and products produced in accordance
with the WRAP Quality Protocol. As such, this overall waste operation is
considered low risk and will not pose an unacceptable risk to the
environment or human health.

4.3 Residual risks have been identified however, which are specifically amenity
issues such as dust, noise, mud on the road, and also from accidents such as
spillage of oil or fuel and deposit of non-conforming waste. Management and
operational controls have been proposed to minimise the risks of these effects
as much as possible.

4.4 The site is in a semi-rural area although the nearest residential properties to
the operational area are approximately 25 m south west of the permit
boundary. The next closest properties are those located on Lane Side Lane
approximately 8 m to the south of the permit boundary, but 120 m from the
operational area. Predominant winds are away from these receptors.
Mitigation measures are also in place to reduce impacts from noise or dust to
low.

4.5 Surface water management has been designed to reduce the risk of
suspended solids being carried into the watercourse by use of a settlement
pond. Monitoring will be undertaken to verify the effectiveness of these
measures.

4.6 In conclusion it has been demonstrated that the risks presented by site
operations can be controlled through management and mitigation to reduce
the impact on the surrounding environment, so that all residual risks are low.

Gill Ratcliffe
MEarthSci (Hons)
Senior Consultant

C Gettinby
PhD BSc (Hons) MCIWM

Director
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